Compliance Statement
No. 2020-217A

Unscreened Permanent Link, Class E

Company
Ehnhuus ApS
Sørupvej 64A Th
3480 Fredensborg
Denmark

Permanent Link Identification (2 connector model)

Horizontal cable:
EVI Networks CAT6 U/UTP Cable
Part No: ECA60UU305.0G23PV0

RJ45 connector for telecommunications outlet:
EVI Networks CAT6 UTP Keystone Jack
Part No: EKJ60W0000

Generic cabling standards - Class E Permanent Link requirements
- ISO/IEC 11801-1:2017 (Ed. 1.0) / ISO/IEC 11801-2:2017 (Ed. 1.0)
- EN 50173-1:2018 / EN 50173-2:2018
- TIA-568.2-D:2018

Technical report
12023864, DANAK-19/20985

EC Cabling product ID
7071

CS valid until
1 March 2021

This product has been tested by FORCE Technology and complies with the electrical requirements of the above specified standards and “Terms and conditions for the EC VERIFIED programme for Generic and Coaxial Cabling”, DQPZ31006. The product takes part in a maintenance of certification schedule, which implies that FORCE Technology performs a sample test of the product once a year. This Compliance Statement has been revised, original issue date 5 March 2020.

Hørsholm, 13 March 2020

Lars Lindskov Pedersen
Test Manager

Dennis Andersen
Head of Department